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1. INTRODUCTION  

Telicity is a universal semantic concept related to the inherent temporal meaning of a situation. 
Telicity consists of a telic and atelic meaning.  A telic situation has an inherent goal or terminal 
point but an atelic situation does not have the terminal point.  In this paper, I would like to discuss 
how the concept of telic and atelic situations is performed in Indonesian Language (IL). 
Generally, a telic or atelic situation is expressed by a verb and its arguments.  But, it is the verb 
that has a potential meaning of telicity. The potential meaning is or is  realized when the verb is 
used as a predicate together with its arguments in a sentence.   The aims of this study are to 
answer, firstly, if there is a systematic relationship between the verb forms of IL and the telic or 
atelic meaning and, secondly, to identify kinds of arguments that influence the telicity of the 
verbs.   

The data of this research are dynamic verbs of IL taken from Tata Bahasa Baku Bahasa 
Indonesia (1998) and Indonesian: A Comprehensive Grammar (1996). To explain the realization 
of the telic or atelic potential meaning of the verbs, I create their arguments and also sentences as 
examples. Sometimes I also take sentences from newspapers or a dictionary.   

2. THE CONCEPTS OF TELICITY  

Telicity  is a semantic concept used to classify situation, into specific kinds of situation.1 

Situation covers state, happening, or activity that is perceived by human being from the physical 
world (Comrie 1976:13; Lyons 1977:483; Dik 1989:89). Based on the telicity concept, a situation 
can be telic or atelic. According to Garey (1957:106 in Smith 1991:29) telic situations are 
dynamic situations or events that are directed towards a goal that is inherent in the situations. 
Binnick (1991:189) quotes the idea of Garey (1957) that  telic situations have  inherent terminal 
points or  natural culminations and atelic situations  do not have to wait for a goal fot their 
realization .   

As a semantic concept, telicity is expressed by using certain language expressions. Every 
language has its own means of the expression.  Some linguists such as Comrie (1976), Dik 
(1989), Binnick (1991), Smith (1991), and Verkuyl (1993), argue that telicity is expressed by 
verb together with its arguments in the level of sentences or clause.     

3. THE EXPRESSIONS OF TELIC AND ATELIC SITUATIONS IN IL  

Using the assumption that a potential meaning of telicity is expressed by verbs, I start  analyzing 
Indonesian verbs as a unit of analysis. To identify the difference between a telic verb and an atelic 
verb, I analyze the verbs in a sentence that contains singular nouns or noun phrases as the 
argument. The aim of the limitation is to build a sentence that expresses a single situation.    

Based on their forms, Indonesian verbs can be classified into two categories, those are 
verba asal (simple verbs) dan verba turunan (derived verbs). Simple verbs are verbs that can 
function as predicates without any affix. They are either transitives or intransitives. Most 
transitive simple verbs such as  makan, minum, and potong have an inherent telic meaning. 
Intransitive simple verbs have  either telic or atelic meaning. Some examples of telic intransitive 
simple verbs are bangun to wake up , jatuh to fall , lulus to pass , and tenggelam to sink . 



Other intransitive simple verbs, like duduk sit , berdiri stand , lari run , percaya believe , 
pergi go , pindah move , terbang fly , tidur sleep , dan tinggal stay , have the potency to 
depict atelic situations. The verb terbang, for example, can be used to express the situation of 
flying without being limited by a natural end point.  

Derivational verbs, according to Alwi et al. (1998:101) are verba yang dibentuk melalui 
transposisi, pengafiksan, reduplikasi, atau pemajemukan (pemaduan) (verbs that are derived 
from the processes of transposition, affixation, reduplication, or compounding). They have either 
potential telic or atelic meaning. Verbs such as mengambil to fetch , menjual to sell , menutup 
to close , membuka to open , and membangun to build

 

are derivational verbs that express telic 
meaning because those verbs are used to describe the situation that has a natural end point. Verbs 
such as memakai to wear , melihat to see , membawa to bring , and memegang to hold , are 
examples of atelic verbs. In a sentence that has singular arguments (subject  and object), the verbs 
depict situations that are ongoing without any terminal point. The subject can do the activity as 
long as he can. He can stop anytime without changing the property of the situation.  

There is no systematic relation of verb form in IL and its telicity. However, there are 
some groups of verbs that tend to perform a certain telicity: (i) transitive verbs with affix i that 
express repetitive meaning have a potential atelic meaning; (ii) most reduplicative verbs have a 
potential atelic meaning; (iii) intransitive verbs with ber- -an  have a potential telic meaning; and 
(iv) most of intransitive verbs with ter- have a potential  atelic meaning.   

The forms of arguments and other complements of a sentence do determine the telicity of 
sentence. Arguments with the definite, singular, or countable feature do not change the telicity of 
verbs. For example, membaca is telic. The verb, together with arguments Ia he and buku saya 
my book construct sentence Ia membaca buku saya that expresses a telic situation.  Arguments 

with an indefinite, plural, or uncountable feature influence the telic verbs so that they form atelic 
sentences. If the second argument of the above sentence is substituted by indefinite noun buku, 
the sentence Ia membaca buku has atelic meaning.   Certain  directional prepositional phrases or 
completive adverbials influence atelic verbs to form telic sentence. Berenang swim is an atelic 
verb. However, together with a directional prepositional phrase such as sampai di seberang 
sungai across the river , the verb builds a telic sentence.   
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1  The term telicity is proposed by Garey (1957) 


